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Abstract

It is now widely known that most of the large galaxies we observe (e.g. the Milky Way)
host in their center a supermassive black hole (106 − 109 M�). Several relationships between the
central black hole mass and the properties of the stars in the central part of the galaxy have been
established in the past 3 decades indicating that the central black hole is able to efficiently structure
the matter around it due to episodes of accretion of matter onto the black hole. Recent infrared and
optical sky surveys have detected supermassive black holes with masses around 108−9 M� when
the universe was less than a tenth of its current age and current theories have difficulties explaining
how such massive objects could have formed over such short timescales. The goal of the present
work is to shed light on the properties of a still largely unknown extreme accretion regime, the so
called super-Eddington accretion regime. If such accretion regime could be sustained over sufficient
timescales, it could play an important role in both the rapid growth of supermassive black holes
as well as its co-evolution with its host galaxy. The aim of this work is therefore to apply high
resolution spectroscopy to Ultraluminous X-ray sources in order to identify narrow spectral features
to derive constrains on the outflows expected from super-Eddington accreting sources using data
from the XMM-Newton observatory. For this purpose I developed a framework to analyse low count
background dominated spectra that uses a Monte Carlo approach to detect these narrow features.
After analysis of the source Holmberg II X-1, I identify 7 unresolved discrete features with a 3σ
confidence level that can be tentatively identified with ionic species. Furthermore, the instrumental
resolution allows us to put upper limits on the broadening of the lines. This findings will allow us to
probe the properties of the outflows of the super-Eddington regime and by extending the analysis
to other sources we will able to characterize the observational properties of this accretion regime.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Theoretical background

1.1.1 Compact objects

Compact objects are the endpoint of stellar evolution and thus are also referred to as stellar rem-
nants. Stars are able to support themselves against their own inward gravity by generating thermal
pressure from nuclear reactions but when a star burns all its nuclear fuel, it can no longer support
itself against its own gravity. At this point, the star collapses to a denser state forming a White Dwarf,
a Neutron Star or a Black Hole depending on the initial mass of the star.

Broadly speaking, for stars with masses below ∼ 8 M�
1, the conditions of temperature and pressure

at the core will not be sufficient to fuse heavy elements, and the star will leave as a remnant a white
dwarf. For more massive stars, the higher temperature at the core enables the star to synthesize
heavier elements up to iron. Beyond this point, nucleosynthesis becomes an endothermic reaction and
radiation pressure can no longer prevent the iron core from collapse, forming a neutron star or a black
hole depending on the mass of the core, metallicity of the star, angular momentum, etc. (Woosley
et al. 2002).

Compact objects are distinct from normal stars in two aspects. Since they are formed after exhaus-
tion of the nuclear energy, they support themselves by other mechanisms. On the one hand, white
dwarfs (e.g Koester & Chanmugam 1990) support themselves by the pressure of degenerate electrons
while neutron stars (e.g Lattimer & Prakash 2004) are supported by the pressure of degenerate neu-
trons. Neutrons and electrons are fermions and since according to the Pauli exclusion principle two
fermions cannot occupy the same quantum state, a repulsive force arises between them, which depends
on the density but not on the temperature. This is the origin of the degenerate pressure. For this
reason these, objects are also called degenerate stars. On the other hand, if there is no physical mean
to avoid the gravitational collapse, a black hole is formed.

The second distinct property of compact objects is their high mass-radius (M/R∗) ratio, also re-
ferred as compactness (Frank et al. 2002), compared to normal stars. For this reason, they also have
much stronger gravitational fields. A white dwarf with similar mass to the Sun would have a radius
of about the radius of the Earth whereas a neutron star of the order 1.5 M� has around 12 km.

The mass limit for white dwarfs and neutron stars is given by the maximum degeneracy pressure
their cores can support. For white dwarfs, the limit was first established by Chandrasekhar (1931)
to be around 1.4 M�, although the exact value depends on the chemical composition and its angular
momentum. The limit for a neutron star was first computed by Oppenheimer & Volkoff (1939) and
Tolman (1939), who considered the maximum pressure the degenerate neutrons could sustain. This
limit was estimated to be around 0.7 M� and has been later refined with modern measurements to
be around ∼ 3 M�, even though the exact value is still under debate and depends on the equation of
state defining their interior. Above this limit, Oppenheimer & Snyder (1939) showed that the object
collapses forming an object causally decoupled from the rest of the Universe i.e. a black hole.

Another remarkable difference between degenerate stars and black holes is that the former ones
have strong magnetic fields (∼ 0.01-10000 MG for white dwarfs, ∼ 108−15 G for neutrons stars). How-
ever, how such strong magnetic fields were grown during the formation of these objects, in particular
for very magnetized neutron stars, is still a puzzle (Reisenegger (2003); Wickramasinghe & Ferrario
(2005)). We will see in Sections 1.1.2 and 4.2 how the presence of a magnetic field can influence the
accretion flow.

An important parameter describing black holes is the Schwarzschild radius. This radius appears
in the the general relativistic solution derived by Karl Schwarzschild in 1919 for a gravitational field

1Solar mass
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surrounding a static spherical mass. The event horizon for a non-rotating black hole is:

rs =
2GM

c2
(1)

where G is the gravitational constant, M is of the black hole and c is the speed of light. This radius
marks the region under light cannot escape. For a 3 M� black hole, this radius would be only 9 km.
Black holes form as the end point of stellar evolution are termed stellar mass black holes and range
from 3 M � and could be as large as 80 M� (Belczynski et al. 2010).

Another important quantity describing black holes is the innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO),
which is the smallest circular orbit a test particle can have around a black hole and is given by:

risco =
6GM

c2
= 3rs (2)

For a mathematical derivation see Camenzind (2007). For rotating black holes, both rs and risco
decrease. For a Kerr black hole i.e. a maximally rotating black hole, risco = rs = GM

c2
. This radius

plays an important role in the properties of accretion flows around black holes as we will see later in
this Section 1.1.2.

1.1.2 Accretion processes

Accretion is a common process in the Universe that can take place at many different scales like in
planetary systems under formation, young stars during early stages, galaxies accreting gas and around
compact objects. Compact objects are more easily detectable when they are in binary systems due to
the strong emission produced when they accrete matter from a companion. In X-ray binary systems,
where two objects are gravitationally bound, and rotate around a common center of mass, the emission
is produced by matter transferred from a normal star, that we call the donor, to the compact object,
that we call the accretor. In this work, we will study these systems where the accretor is either a black
hole or a neutron star.

We mainly distinguish two types of accretion in X-ray binaries:

• When the companion (M2) is close enough to the accretor (M1), the gravitational pull of the
accretor can remove directly the outer layers of the companion. This is called Roche Lobe
overflow.

• The companion ejects much of its mass in the form of stellar wind and some of this material is
captured by the accretor. We call this stellar wind accretion. This is especially the case when
the donor is a massive star emitting strong winds.

Here we will give a brief overview of Roche lobe accretion in order to understand the origin of the
X-ray emission that we study. A complete mathematical derivation can be found in Frank et al. (2002).
Roche Lobe accretion can be explained considering the orbit of a test gas particle under the influence
of the gravitational potential created by the two bodies orbiting each other. The equipotential surfaces
of the gravitational potential created by the two bodies orbiting each other, assuming the orbits of
the two bodies around the system center of mass to be circular and regarding the bodies as point-like
masses is shown in Figure 1. The motion of matter is dominated by these equipotential surfaces and
the contour of the Roche lobe (bold line in the Figure).

Broadly speaking, if the objects do not fill their Roche lobes, transfer of matter could only occur
in the form of stellar wind accretion. But if for instance, due to stellar evolution, one of them may
grow and fills its Roche lobe. The material beyond L1 Lagrange point, which is a saddle point of the
potential created by the two bodies, will start to sink in the gravitational potential of the accretor
and transfer of matter will continue until the donor loses enough matter and no longer fills its Roche
lobe.
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Figure 1. Equipotential surfaces in a binary system. The L1 Lagrange point is the point through
which accretion can occur. The bold line indicates the Roche lobe.

The transferred material has specific angular momentum and will not fall directly onto the accretor.
Instead the particles will follow an elliptical orbital motion around the object. The presence of the
donor makes these elliptical orbits to precess slowly and a continuous stream of gas will therefore
intersect with itself, resulting in dissipation of energy via shocks. This lost of energy will circularize
the orbits, forming a ring around the central object at Rcirc with Keplerian velocity given by Equation
3.

vΦ(Rcirc) =

(
GM1

Rcirc

)1/2

(3)

Shakura & Sunyaev (1973) first considered the energy dissipation and the transport of angular
momentum within the ring that leads to the formation of an accretion disk. The Keplerian law implies
differential rotation, thus, the shear viscosity between adjacent annuli within the ring transports the
angular momentum of the inner parts of the ring to the outer parts of the ring. As a result, the
inner sections of the ring will slow down and spiral inwards as the angular momentum is transferred
to the outer sections, that will in turn spiral outwards. In the end this process spreads the initial
ring at R = Rcirc to both smaller and larger radii forming an accretion disk. Because of viscous
dissipation within the disk, matter falling onto the compact object will heat up and radiate a fraction
of its energy. This is the origin of the luminosity we observe from accretion disks. The nature of the
viscosity processes within the disk are still unclear, but some viscous process at work to transport
angular momentum is proposed to be magneto-rotational instabilities within the disk (van der Swaluw
et al. 2005). Nevertheless, there are some simplified models that successfully describe the spectrum
emitted within the disk (e.g Pringle & Rees (1972); Lynden-Bell & Pringle (1974)). Assuming that
the gas (Mg) falls from L1 with zero velocity until the surface of the accretor (R∗), the gain in kinetic
energy is 1

2GM1Mg/R∗. Thus the available energy that could be converted into luminosity is:

Ldisk =
GMṁ

2R∗
(4)

where ṁ is the accretion rate i.e. mass accreted per unit of time. As we can see the larger the com-
pactness (M/R∗) of the accretor, the more efficient the process. In principle not all available energy is
converted into luminosity. For instance, for a black hole, the disk would be truncated at the innermost
stable orbit and some photons may be trapped within the disk and advected into the black hole before
escaping the disk, hence reducing the efficiency of the process. Furthermore, if accretion occurs onto
a solid surface, e.g. in the case of a neutron star, the shock of the infalling material against it and the
torque produced by the differential rotation of the surface and the disk, will heat up the accreted gas,
creating another emission component from this boundary layer (Popham & Sunyaev 2001). Also, in
the presence of strong magnetic fields, the accretion disk can be distorted, preventing it from reaching
the surface of the star and forcing the material to follow the magnetic field lines and accrete on the
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magnetic poles of the compact object (Pringle & Rees 1972). In practice, accretion is very a complex
process, and the emission we observe from an X-ray binary is a combination of various processes and
emissions sites within the accretion system. For a review on the different emission processes taking
place see Siemiginowska (2007).

Lastly, the amount of potential energy (or mass) converted into luminosity is usually referred as
accretion efficiency. For instance for a non-rotating black hole the efficiency is around 6% and for a
Kerr black hole can go up to ∼ 42% (Frank et al. 2002). In nuclear processes, the amount of mass that
gets converted into energy is only of the order of 10−3% making accretion an extremely efficient process.

1.1.3 The super-Eddington regime

There is however a maximum rate at which an object can accrete. To illustrate it, consider radial
accretion (Bondi 1952) of gas onto an spherical object of radius (R∗) at a steady rate (ṁ). Under
these circumstances, the luminosity produced due to the shock of the gas against the surface of the
accretor is:

L = GMṁ/R∗ (5)

However, the radiation that is produced during the accretion process can in turn stop the infalling
material. The maximum luminosity that an object can reach by accretion is called the Eddington
limit or Eddington luminosity and it is obtained by balancing the inward force of gravity of the
material being accreted against the outward pressure produced by the radiation. If we assume the
accreting material to be mainly hydrogen and to be fully ionized, the photons transfer momentum
to the free electrons through Thomson scattering, since the scattering cross-section for protons is a
factor (me/mp)

2 smaller, where me/mp ≈ 5×10−4 is the ratio of the electron and proton masses. The
attractive electrostatic Coulomb force between the electrons and protons means that as they move
out the electrons drag the protons with them. Thus, the radiation pushes out electron-proton pairs
against the total gravitational force GM(mp+me)/r

2 ∼= GMmp/r
2. With the previous considerations,

equating the balance between the gravitational force and the force induced by radiation pressure we
find:

GMmp

r2
=
LEddσT
4πr2c

→ LEdd =
4πGMmpc

σT
→∼= 1.3× 1038

(
M

M�

)
erg/s (6)

where LEdd is the Eddington luminosity. At greater luminosities, the outward pressure of radiation
could blow off the infalling material.

This limit can be exceeded if the source is non-stationary and for special geometries, but it provides
a useful upper bound to the steady luminosity of an accretor of mass M. For a more complicated
geometry Equation 6 only gives a crude estimate. However this limit always applies locally in an
accreting system.

which gives for a neutron star (1.4 M�) approximately 2 × 1038 erg/s whereas for a stellar mass
black hole (∼ 20 M�) we have ∼ 3× 1039 erg/s.

At sub-Eddington regime, the accretion disk is supported by gas pressure and efficiently cooled by
radiation. This disk is therefore geometrically thin (H/R�12) and optically thick (τ3�1) meaning
radiation reaches thermal equilibrium with the accreted material and escapes as black body emission
(Frank et al. 2002). On the other hand, models considering super-Eddington accretion (e.g Paczynski
& Abramowicz 1982), are termed thick disk models, because they are supported by radiation pressure
and the disk height can reach H/R�5 for accretion rates exceeding the Eddington limit by factors of
15 (Kaaret et al. 2017).

2Height(H)-radius(R) ratio
3optical depth
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In the super-Eddington regime, some photons could be trapped in the disk and be lost by advection
into the black hole, hence reducing the luminosity. This occurs if the photons do not have time to
reach the last scattering surface of the disk before the material is swallowed by the hole. Models
taking into account this effect have low radiative efficiencies compared to thick models due to photon
trapping, and therefore the height of the disk is reduced to H/R.1. These models are termed slim
disk models (e.g Abramowicz et al. 1988). However, Begelman (2002) proposed a model arguing that
radiation release is possible in thin accretion disk in super-Eddington regime. Inhomogenities in the
disk are created by the strong radiation pressure allowing radiation to escape locally, reducing the
height of the disk predicted by the thick disk models. See Abramowicz (2005) for a review on the
different models.

In general, even at sub-Eddington regimes ejection of matter can take place. The accretion flow
geometry in this case is better understood and there is clear observational evidence of these outflows
(e.g. Trigo & Boirin (2016); Nielsen et al. (2015). At super-Eddington rates, strong outflows under the
influence of radiation pressure are expected (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973). However, the observational
evidence is scarce and the theoretical framework is still poor. Furthermore, numerical simulations
(e.g. Jiang et al. 2017) have shown the presence of strong outflows with velocities around ∼ 0.3 c for
accretion regimes above the Eddington limit.

This goes to show that the properties of super-Eddington accretion are clearly distinct from the
better understood sub-Eddington regime. The exact location these outflows is still unclear and it
is uncertain whether a source could sustain such high accretion rate over long periods of time. In
this project we will probe the outflows emitted from sources accreting above their Eddington limit
(Ultraluminous X-ray sources), which in turn could bring us information about the emitting regions
and better constraints on the accretion flow geometry of this extreme accretion regime.

1.2 Scientific context

1.2.1 Supermassive black holes growth and the co-evolution of galaxies

Considering an initial seed with a mass of ∼ 100 M�, it would have to accrete constantly at the
Eddington limit to grow to 109 M�(e.g Pacucci et al. 2015) over ∼ 0.77 Gy. Current theories explain-
ing the growth of supermassive black holes can be divided into main two scenarios depending on the
initial mass of the seed (Volonteri (2010), Greene (2012)).

Supermassive black holes (SMBHs) could have been formed from the remnants of Population III
stars, the first generation of stars formed out of pristine hydrogen. The absence of metals leads to
reduced metal opacity during the formation of stars, resulting in the formation of much heavier stars
and also less mass loss through stellar wind during their life (Kudritzki et al. 1999). These stars could
have reached a mass of up to 260 M� and retain most of its mass during their life. If so, they could
have formed directly a black hole with a mass of the order of 100 M� (Bond et al. 1984). However, the
initial mass function of Population III stars is not strongly constrained and it is not clear if Population
III were indeed very massive to allow the formation of such black holes. It is also how much mass
they lose at late stages of evolution (Greene 2012).

The other theory suggest that primordial dense hydrogen gas could have collapsed directly onto a
mass black hole of ∼ 104−6 M� (Agarwal et al. 2012). The inner regions of gaseous proto-galaxies
were by definition metal-free. In such halos the gas cloud to grow larger and after accumulation in
the center, the gas can form a central massive object of the order of 104−106 M�. The exact outcome
depends on the efficiency of the mass accumulation but the gas could form a supermassive star with
mass above ∼ 5×104 M� whose core could eventually collapse to form a black hole. The black hole
would later accrete the remnant outer layers of the progenitor star at super-Eddington rates until
reaching ∼ 104−106M� (Begelman et al. 2006).

In any of these two scenarios, still a fast and efficient process to grow the initial seed is needed.
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Initial seeds could later go through periods of mergers with other black holes until forming a SMBHs
(e.g. Begelman et al. (2006); Tanaka & Haiman (2009)). However, if it was possible to sustain super-
Eddington accretion during long timescales this would reduce greatly the constraints on the initial mass
of the seed.

The exact evolutionary path of SMBHs has deep implication in the amount of energy released by
SMBHs into its surroundings and its role in galaxy evolution by regulating star formation. During their
growth, when they accrete matter, supermassive black holes become active and release energy accross
the entire electromagnetic spectrum. In this phase, they are called Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN).
The interaction between the energy and the radiation generated by accretion onto the AGN, and the
gas in the host gallaxy is called feedback and it can be radiative or mechanical (Fabian 2012). Broadly
speaking, radiative feedback is generally associated with periods of Eddington limited accretion where
the SMBH becomes very luminous in X-ray and enters the quasar or wind mode. Mechanical energy
feedback is associated with low Eddington accretion and the emission is produced as jets of energetic
particles and is sometimes called the radio mode (Harrison 2017).

Although the details remain uncertain, mechanically dominated AGN can inhibit star formation
rates in the host galaxy by suppressing cooling of the hot gas (e.g Terrazas et al. 2017). On the other
hand, radiative dominated AGN can promote or inhibit star formation depending on the energy of
the emitted photons which in turn depends on the exact evolutionary path of the SMBH (Glover &
Brand 2003). For instance, in a Population III scenario, stars could create a UV background that
would promote H2 photodissociation suppressing farther star formation. In the supermassive star
scenario, black holes accreting at Eddington rates would emit X-ray radiation that depending on the
exact energies could in turn supress or enhance star formation(Oh 2001). However, some studies find
no correlation between X-ray AGN luminosity and star formation rates (e.g Azadi et al. 2014).

Furthermore, radiative AGN can produce outflows close to the accretion disk, in the form of ex-
tremely high speed winds that are identified in X-ray and ultra violet spectroscopy. These winds may
remove gas from the host galaxy and suppress star formation if the gas is removed more rapidly than it
can formed stars in the galaxy. Alternatively, they can shock and heat the gas consequently reducing
or enhancing the ability of the gas to form stars.

The timescale and exact origin of the various feedback processes remains uncertain. A better under-
standing of these outflows could have deep implications in our knowledge of how AGN influence star
formation. Futhermore, a better characterization of the radiative efficiency of the super-Eddington
has direct implications on the amount of energy released into the interstellar medium by the AGN
and the exact evolutionary path that leads to SMBHs formation.

1.2.2 Ultraluminous X-Ray sources

Ultraluminous X-ray sources, hereafter ULXs, are heterogeneous population of X-ray sources, with
a X-ray luminosity above the threshold corresponding to the Eddington luminosity for a 20 M� stellar
mass black hole (∼ L≥ 3× 1039 erg/s), and located outside the nucleus of their host galaxies (Walton
et al. (2011), Kaaret et al. (2017), Feng & Soria (2011)). Since the Eddington luminosity scales with
the mass (see Equation 6), this objects could be powered by off-nuclear accreting SMBHs at a rate
below the Eddington limit. It is generally accepted that these sources can not be off-nuclear accreting
SMBHs, because such a massive object would sink in the center of the galaxy due to dynamical fric-
tion with the stars in short timescales (∼ 106)(Coleman Miller & Colbert 2004) and moreover, some
galaxies have been shown to harbour several ULXs (e.g. Gao et al. 2003).

In standard black hole X-ray binaries, spectra exhibits two main emission components: a thermal
and a non-thermal components (Remillard & McClintock 2006). The thermal emission originates
from the accretion disk, with the temperature of the innermost radius around 1−2 keV. The non
thermal component, often modelled as a power law (see Section 4.1) in the 0.2−10 keV band, is in-
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terpreted as Compton up scattering of the photons emitted from the disk by a corona of energetic
electrons surrounding the central compact object (Bisnovatyi-Kogan & Blinnikov (1977); Shakura &
Sunyaev (1976);Shapiro & Teukolsky (1983)). As the photons are scattered in the corona, they gain
energy from the electrons, until they reach the energy of the electrons kTe, where k is the Boltzmann
constant and Te the electrons temperature. Beyond kTe, the power law cuts off roughly exponentially.

Initially, ULXs were modelled by analogy with X-ray binaries. The models showed that some ULXs
were best described by an accretion disk with lower innermost radius temperatures (kTin ∼ 0.1−0.3
keV) compared to X-ray binaries. In X-ray binaries, when their luminosity increases, it is assumed
that the disk is in a high state and extends to the innermost stable orbit of the black hole. During
this phase, the temperature of the innermost part of the disk can be correlated with the mass of the
accretor (Remillard & McClintock 2006). If this is true, a more massive accretor has greater inner-
most stable circular orbit radius (see Equation 2) which, assuming it it is in the high state, translates
into cooler temperatures at the innermost part of the disk. This was first seen as the evidence for
ULX hosting intermediate mass black holes (IMBHs) (e.g. Koliopanos (2018), Mezcua (2017) and
references therein) with masses around 102−105 M�, accreting at sub-Eddington regime (e.g Colbert
& Mushotzky 1999). This suggested that ULXs could represent the possible seeds for the formation
of SMBHs. However, the power law component implied a cold corona (Gladstone et al. 2009), which
was not in agreement to what it was observed in X-ray binaries in the high state. This made the
estimation of the mass of the accretor based on the temperature of the innermost stable orbit of the
disk dubious (Roberts et al. 2005a).

Furthermore, it was shown, especially in high quality XMM-Newton (Jansen et al. 2001) data and
broadband NuSTAR (Harrison et al. 2013) observations, that some ULXs presented a curvature in the
hard part of the spectrum (e.g. Stobbart et al. (2006), Feng & Kaaret (2005), Roberts et al. (2005b),
Bachetti et al. (2014)) and were best fitted by a power law with a cutoff or break around 2−7 keV,
whereas in black hole binaries the break occurs at energies around 60 keV (Remillard & McClintock
2006).

Moreover, the spectral variability of ULXs does not correspond to what we would expected from
a scaled up version of a black hole binary (Roberts et al. 2005b) i.e. an accreting IMBH in a binary
system. Most ULXs shine for years or decades and have low levels of spectral variability as opposite to
black hole binaries (Gladstone et al. 2009) which have pronounced spectral variability in X-ray, reach-
ing factors of 107 in some cases (Remillard & McClintock 2006). Black hole binaries are transient,
going through periods of quiescent and flaring to high luminosities while ULXs show short timescale
variability (Roberts et al. 2005b). Some ULXs (e.g. Bachetti et al. 2014) show variability of factors
up to 100 but this is usually not the case.

The distinct spectral properties of ULXs compared to black binaries accreting at sub-Eddington
rates suggested that ULXs were powered by stellar mass black holes accreting at a new more extreme
accretion state, the so called the ultraluminous state Gladstone et al. (2009). Additionally some ULXs
present radio/optical bubbles around them which is an indicative that outflows from the central source
are injecting energy into the interstellar medium (Pakull et al. 2005).

Finally, in the recent years, a few ULXs have been identified to be accreting neutron stars (Bachetti
et al. (2014), Frst et al. (2016), Tsygankov et al. (2017), Israel et al. (2017)) accreting at up to 1000
their Eddington luminosity adding more observational evidence for this new accretion state. There-
fore, the distinct properties of ULX spectra compared to X-ray binaries provide observational access
to study a different accretion flow geometry i.e. the super-Eddington accretion.

1.3 The challenge of detecting spectral features with low counts

A common technique to probe outflows in accreting sources is through high resolution spectroscopy.
This technique has been shown to be powerful in AGN and X-ray binary systems (e.g. Parker et al.
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(2015);Degenaar et al. (2016)) to put constraints on the emitted outflows such as origin, velocity, incli-
nation and launching mechanism. The aim of this project is to identify the discrete spectral features
on the XMM-Newton RGS data of spectra of ULXs. Through the study these discrete features we
could probe the properties of the outflows expected from the super-Eddington regime.

The identification of the ionic species responsible for the emissions will give us hints on the chemical
composition of the accreting material. This will in turn allow us to estimate the Doppler shift in
the lines and in case of an outflow, the direction with respect to the line of sight and its velocity.
The broadening of the lines gives information about the ionization processes within the plasma. The
relationship between the flux of the lines and the flux of the source allows us to identify the launching
mechanism of the outflow and the emitting region within the accretion system.

However, ULXs are extragalactic sources which appear very faint in high resolution spectroscopy.
This poses two main challenges. Firstly, it will not be possible to make a visual preliminar identifica-
tion of the lines and therefore there will no way a priori to know the energy, shape and number of lines
in our spectra. Additionally, the discrete features in our high resolution spectra will be dominated
by the background, and we will need a method to disentangle the fluctuations caused by the back-
ground from the low count discrete spectral features. For this reason I developed a framework that
uses Monte Carlo simulations in order to identify the narrow features in the background dominated
spectra of ULXs and give confidence detection levels.

Section 2 introduces the main technical details of the X-ray instruments on board the XMM-Newton
telescope and outlines the main reasons why we chose the data from this observatory to carry out this
study. Sections 3 and 4 explain the data reduction process and the method used for the detection of
the weak spectral features. Finally Sections 5 and 6 show the results and the conclusions of this work
and Section 7 discusses what would be the next steps of this work.

2 XMM Newton and the X-ray instruments

The X-ray Multi-mirror Mission Newton (XMM-Newton) is a space observatory launched by ESA
on December 10th 1999. The spacecraft carries three co-aligned X-ray telescopes consisting of 58
Wolter type I4 mirrors which are nested in a coaxial and cofocal configuration. Each telescope has a
different X-ray detector in its focal plane (ESA: XMM-Netwton Science Operations Centre 2017).

XMM was designed to allow high quality X-ray spectroscopy of faint sources. The mirrors collect
light with grazing incidence angles5 between 17 and 42 arcmin. The telescope focal length is 7.5
m and the effective area of each of the telescopes is 1550 cm2 at 1.5 keV, being the largest effective
area of a focusing telescope ever. A diagram of the telescope and its instruments can be seen in Figure 2

The focal plane instruments for the three X-ray mirrors systems were provided by The European
Photon Imaging Camera (EPIC) consortium. These instruments were two metal oxide semi-conductor
(MOS) charged coupled devices (CCDs), referred as the MOS cameras(Turner et al. 2001), and a PN
CCD camera referred as the PN camera (Strder et al. 2001) with an energy range of 0.1−15 keV. The
two telescopes carrying the MOS cameras also have grating assemblies in their light paths, diffracting
part of the incoming radiation onto a secondary focus. These gratings are the Reflection Grating
Spectrometer (RGS) (den Herder et al. 2001), the high spectral resolution spectrometers on board
XMM with an energy range of 0.35−2.5 keV. Approximately 44% of the incoming light is focused
onto the camera at the prime focus while 40% is dispersed by the grating array onto a linear strip of
CCDs. The telescope with the full photon flux operates the PN as an imaging X-ray spectrometer.
The EPIC cameras provide imaging, moderate resolution spectroscopy and X-ray photometry while

4Hans Wolter showed in 1952 that the reflection off a combination of a paraboloid followed by a hyperboloid would
work for X-ray astronomy. This design offers the possibility of nesting several telescopes inside one another, thereby
increasing the useful reflecting area.

5The grazing incidence angle is computed as 90◦ minus the incidence angle.
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Figure 2. XMM-Newton diagram. The images shows the three telescopes. Two of the telescopes have
a MOS camera on their primary focus and a RGS focal camera on their secondary. 40% of the light
is dispersed by the grating onto the RGS focal camera. The third telescope has unobstructed beam with
a PN camera on its focal plane.

the RGS provides high-resolution X-ray spectroscopy and spectro-photometry.

Given the dim flux of ULXs in high resolution spectroscopy, we need an instrument that will maxi-
mize the number of photons in our observations and for this reason XMM is of especial interest. Over
the 0.1 keV−10 keV range, PN and MOS cameras on board XMM offer a higher net effective area
than the instruments on board Chandra (Chandra X-ray Center and Chandra Project Science and
Chandra IPI Teams 2017), the other X-ray observatory with similar spectroscopy capabilities, as can
be compared in Figure 16. Moreover, the RGS is specifically designed to detect K-shell transitions
from carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, neon, magnesium and silicon as well as the L shell transition of iron,
elements with high levels of abundance in the universe and formed during stellar nucleosynthesis,
therefore highly present in accretion processes. Moreover, in the range of interest, in the soft part of
the X-ray spectrum, the effective area of the RGS is higher than other grating instruments like the
Low Energy Transmission Grating in Chandra (Weisskopf et al. 2000) as shown in Figure 15, whereas
the energy resolution is comparable in the region of interest (1 eV for the RGS and 4 eV for the HETG
at 1 keV).

Furthermore, XMM-Newton allows the operation of all the instruments simultaneously, unless pro-
hibited by source brightness constraints, and separately with different modes of data acquisition and
independent exposure times. This is of particularly interest for this project, as the data from EPIC
and RGS will be exploited for every observation (see Section 4). This would not be feasible with
other observatories such as Chandra, where the instruments need to be shifted through the focal plane
depending on the observing target and thus can not be operated at the same time.

Considering the capabilities of the instruments on board XMM-Newton, we will be able to charac-
terize the continuum emission of the spectrum provided the large effective area of the PN and MOS
cameras and their moderate resolution. The RGS, with its high resolving power, will be suitable to
analyze the residuals left after characterizing the continuum and identify weak spectral features. The
study of the data is explained in detail in Section 4.

3 Data extraction

The data was downloaded through the XMM-Newton Science Archive6 (XSA), a flexible web applica-
tion that provides easy and fast online access to all available data from the XMM-Newton observatory.

6http://nxsa.esac.esa.int/nxsa-web/
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The archive offers mainly two kind of files and it is worth making here the distinction between them:

• Observation/Slew Data Files (ODF/SDF): These files contained uncalibrated science files which
cannot be directly used for scientific data analysis. In order to create scientifically usable and
calibrated products, the Scicence Analysis Software (SAS) Gabriel et al. (2004) reduction tasks
must be run on the ODF/SDFs. This reduction process will be explained in Section 3.2.

• Processing Pipeline System (PPS) products: The dedicated pipeline reduces data from each of
the EPIC and RGS science instruments on XMM-Newton, using the same SAS software packages
that are available for users to interactively analyse XMM-Newton data. The pipeline is composed
of several modules which execute one or more SAS tasks automatically. They include calibrated,
”cleaned” event lists for all X-ray cameras, source lists, background-subtracted spectra and light
curves for sufficiently bright individual sources as well as cross-correlation with other source
catalogues. These provide a useful overview of each observation and are ready for scientific use.

For the purpose of these analysis, we cannot rely on the automatically reduced observations i.e. the
PPS products. As mentioned before, ULXs are faint sources and each observation has to be treated
individually to make the most of the data. Moreover, reprocessing the data will allow us to use the
latest calibration files on the data reduction process. Therefore, I downloaded only ODF files and I
reduced the data myself using the XMM-Newton Science Analysis Software (SAS).

3.1 Source selection

ULXs were selected from existing studies (e.g. Kosec et al. (2018); Pinto et al. (2016); Swartz et al.
(2011); Koliopanos et al. (2017); Israel et al. (2017); Stobbart et al. (2006)) where they had already
been identified as such objects with the properties defined in Section 1.2.2. From all these studies, I
created a sample of known ULXs that I later searched on the XMM-Newton Science Archive, in order
to retrieve their available observations, and in SIMBAD7, in order to extract their coordinates and
some other information such as the redshift.

In order to create the sample for the study, I first performed a classification of the source candidates
based on the quality of the observations available in the XSA. This selection process was based on two
criteria: whether the target of the observation was the source of interest and whether the source could
be spatially resolvev from other contaminant sources in the field of view. The former criterion was to
ensure that the source fell in the field of view of the RGS. Since this instrument has a very narrow
field of view, the spectrum might no be available if the source is not the target of the observation
i.e. the source is not exactly on-axis. Even if it is observed by the EPIC, this does not guarantee its
observability with RGS. The latter criterion was to ensure that the spectrum of the source was not
contaminated by other nearby sources, like the center of the host galaxy.

It should be noted that some of the sources not perfectly pointed might still fall in the field of view
of the RGS, and also that it is possible, to some extent, to correct for contaminating sources near the
source of interest. However, the focus of this study, due to time constraints, will be on the candidates
with the cleanest observations. The methods illustrated in this study could be later extended to the
less promising observations using more refine data extraction methods.

Based on the above, I classified the sources found in the existing studies accordingly. Out of a total
of 26 ULXs analysed, I found 8 that were the target of the observation but had contaminant sources
nearby, and 6 that had been observed but were not the target of any observation. In the end, I kept
12 with clean observations suitable for the study. The result can be found in Table 1.

3.2 Data reduction

I downloaded the ODF files for the aforementioned sources. The software used for the data re-
duction was, as mentioned above, the Science Analysis Software version 16.1.0. It allows the user

7SIMBAD. Centre de données astronomiques de Strasbourg. http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/simbad/
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Table 1. Sources preliminary selected for the study

Namea
Ra (J2000)

(h m s)

De
(J2000)(d

m s)

Distance b

(arcsec)
Redshift

Observations
c

NGC 5204 X-1 (IXO077,FK2005 23) 13 29 38.62 +58 25 5.6 16.69 0.000677 9 (0)
M81 X-9 (Holmberg IX X-1, IXO
34)

09 57 5.24
+69 03
48.20

747.36
-

0.000140
9 (6)

Holmberg II X-1 (IXO 31,
J081929.00+704219.3)

08 19 28.99 +70 42 19.4 130.13 0.000524 7(0)

NGC 1313 X-2 (IXO 8) 03 18 22.00 -66 36 04.3 -d 0.001568 2(∼25)
M33 X-8 (ChASeM33
J013350.89+303936.6)

01 33 50.90 +30 39 36.6 0.81
-

0.000598
3(∼19)

NGC 55 ULX (NGC 55 119) 00 15 28.89 -39 13 18.8 420.10 0.000430 1(2)

NGC 4190 ULX1 12 13 44.16
+36 37
52.59

- 0.000781 3(0)

NGC 5907 ULX 15 15 58.60 +56 18 10.0 102.37 0.002225 6(0)
NGC 7793 (P13) 23 57 50.90 -32 37 26.6 120.05 0.000757 3(1)
NGC 5643 X-1 (2XMMJ143242.1-
440939)

14 32 41.9 -44 09 36 3.45 0.003990 1(2)

NGC 5408 X-1 (FK2005) 14 03 19.63 -41 22 58.7 23.78 0.001676 14(0)
M82 X-1 (NGC3034) 09 55 50.01 +69 40 46.0 12.64 0.00073 12(0)

Notes: a Name of the source found in the previous studies, XMM-Newton Science Archive or in
SIMBAD. b Angular distance to the center of the host galaxy given by SIMBAD. c Number of pointed
observations (Number of not pointed observations). d Angular distance not available.

to manipulate XMM-Newton data files, visualize calibration files, merge EPIC or RGS event lists,
extract spectra, light curves, generate instrument response matrices, etc.

In order to reduce the data, I proceeded mainly as described in the XMM user guide8 following the
standard pipeline when possible and modifying the default parameters when necessary. Below is a
brief overview of the reduction process. More information can be found in the cited links. All The
commands where I modified the defaults can be found in Section B.

The first thing that needs to be done is to prepare the data for the reduction process. This is
done by running the task cifbuild on the directory containing the downloaded ODF files. This task
retrieves the date from the observations files to be analysed and selects the calibration files for that
given period of time. The output of this process is the Calibration Index File (CIF). The path of
this file needs to be setup for SAS to locate it. This can be done by setting the environment variable
SAS CCFPATH pointing to its path. Next task to be run before we can proceed with the reduction is
odfingest. This task takes information from the instrument housekeeping and from the calibration
database and incorporates to the ODF summary file. This file has all the necessary information for
SAS to run such as the location of the ODF files. As before, we need to tell SAS where to find it so the
environment variable SAS ODF needs to be assigned to the path of this file. After this, we can run the
reduction commands in any other folder as this variable will be telling SAS where to find the ODF files.

Once we have successfully setup SAS, we can start running the first task of the reduction pipeline.
These are: epproc9, emproc10 and rgsproc11 for the EPIC PN, EPIC MOS and RGS, respectively.
These tasks run the calibration part of the cameras and process all the ODF components to create
calibrated event lists. For the EPIC cameras, I used the default parameters and for the RGS, the

8SAS - threads: https://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/xmm-newton/sas-threads, XMM-Newton Science Analysis Sys-
tem: User Guide: https://xmm-tools.cosmos.esa.int/external/xmm_user_support/documentation/sas_usg/USG/

cifbuild.html
9https://xmm-tools.cosmos.esa.int/external/sas/current/doc/epproc.pdf

10https://xmm-tools.cosmos.esa.int/external/sas/current/doc/emproc.pdf
11https://xmm-tools.cosmos.esa.int/external/sas/current/doc/rgsproc.pdf
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process will be explained later on as its reduction process differs from the one for the EPIC cameras.

The next step in the data reduction is to treat the different background contributions. One of
the main background contributions comes from solar soft protons flares (E < 100 keV). Protons are
funnelled towards the detectors by the X-ray mirrors and the individual strikes are absorbed by the
detectors creating events indistinguishable from regular X-rays photons. Protons are accelerated by
magentospheric reconnection events in the Sun and trapped by the Earth’s magnetosphere (Carter &
Read 2007). They occur in flares up to 1000% of the quiescent level in an observation (see Figure 3
black line) and they are highly unpredictable, being the telescope altitude, its position relative to the
magnetosphere and the amount of solar activity the most important influential factors. It is estimated
that they affect from 30% to 40% of the XMM observations. Protons below 100 keV are stopped by the
aluminium filter used to filter optical and UV photons and the onboard electronics rejects some of the
particle events based on the energy deposition in the detectors. However, not all the events can be fil-
tered out and the user must filter the intervals with high periods of background caused by soft protons.

In order to filter these events, I generated a high energy light curve only from the single events
registered by the detector (PN and MOS). Single events are detected events for which the charges
generated in the detector by the incident photon is confined only in one CCD pixel12. Single events
are defined as pattern 0 events13. The pattern describes the event type event i.e. how the charge
cloud released by the incident photon was distributed over the pixels. Soft protons are more likely to
produce pattern 0 events and our sources are not expected to contribute significantly above 10 keV.
Therefore, I generated light curves from the pattern 0 high energetic in order to detect periods of
high background. PI are Pulse Height Invariant channels. These are the raw channels of the detector
corresponding to the event deposited energy corrected from gain and charge transfer efficiency14. That
means that for the MOS instrument we select pattern 0 events with energy above 10 keV while for
the PN we avoid including events above 12 keV since hot pixels could be misidentified as very high
energy events. The #XMMEA EM (EP) are predefined filters that will only take into account events
according to their quality flag value. The time-binning value for the light curve was the default, 100
s.

Figure 3. Light curve from Walsh B. M.
et al. (2014) illustrating the process of filter-
ing periods with high background. The red part
of the curve corresponds to periods considered
too affected by solar proton flares and rejected
by setting a threshold in counts/s (green line).

From the generated light curve, we have to dis-
entangle the low nominal background from peri-
ods of high levels of background. Figure 3 il-
lustrates this process. The light curve shows pe-
riods of high background in red and the steady
background in black. By setting a thresh-
old value in counts/s (green line on the graph),
we determine periods of low levels of back-
ground to be below this threshold and periods of
high background to be above, which will be fil-
tered out. The output of this process is the
Good Time Interval (GTI) file, a file contain-
ing all the information regarding the periods of
low background level which we consider of be-
ing of scientific use and that we use to filter
out our events from the high background peri-
ods.

We can then proceed to define a 2D extraction region for our source and background spectra by

12http://www.mpe.mpg.de/xray/wave/xmm/cookbook/EPIC_PN/psource_spectra.php
13https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/xmm/sas/help/emevents/node4.html
14Charge transfer efficiency is the efficiency of the transfer of charge through the CCD to the ouput amplifiers during

read-out. Gain is the amplification of the charge signal deposited by a photon from charge into electron volts i.e. analogue
to digital unit
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Figure 4. Case example of extraction region of PN data. The image shows the number of registered
events on the 12 CCDs of the detector. The extraction region for the source is depicted in green and
in red for the background. The radius for the source is 32.6 arcsec and for the background 34 arcsec.

generating an image from the cleaned event file. From the image, we define a circle extract region for
our source and another circular region for the background region. For the source region I tried to avoid
the chip gaps, because it can affect exposure and the encircled energy fraction in the point spread
function (PSF). The background region has to be extracted from a source free region, from the same
CCD as the source and from a similar distance to the readout node (since the internal background is
growing in direction to the read-out nodes15). I also avoided chip gaps and out of time events (photons
that arrive during the detectors read out time) since this photons are assigned wrong y positions in
the detector. I also used a radius equal or larger than the one for the source.

I noticed that when using large radius for the extraction circle of the source (∼ 65 arcsec), extend-
ing well beyond the PSF and including the characteristic spiked pattern created by the spider shaped
structure holding the telescope around bright sources (see Figure 4) resulted in increased uncertainties
in the high energy band spectral bins (E≥8 keV). This is likely due artificial variability of the outer
ring of the PSF. For this reason, I decided to restrict the extraction region for the sources to 25−45
arcsec which encircles between 80% and 90% of the PSF16. A case example for the PN instrument is
shown in Figure 4 where part of the 12 CCDs of the detector can be seen. The green circle is the
extraction region for the source and the red one for the background. Note how the background region
is extracted from the same CCD, avoiding the strip created by out of time events.

For the EPIC PN, I selected single (pattern 0) and double (the cloud charge is spread over two
CCD pixels i.e. pattern 1-4), as these events contain 90% of the photons in most of the cases, hence
helping increasing the detector quantum efficiency and therefore the source statistics. The FLAG 0
will reject events at the edge of a CCD and at the edge to a bad pixel. The PI channels selected
for the EPIC PN and for MOS respectively are set to their default values. A non-standard PI range
results in a wrong normalization of the instrument response matrices with an impact on any spectral
results derived when using them17. Therefore, the default values were used. For the MOS instrument,
I considered up to quadruple events (pattern≤12) since larger pattern sizes are usually due to pile-up
and cannot be produced by a single photon. For MOS I used the filter #XMMEA EM. This is the
standard way to proceed18.

I added the extraction regions to our spectral files by using the backscale19 task. This task will
compute the area of a source region in detector coordinates to be used to make the spectral file,
taking into account CCD gaps and bad pixels and write on the header of the file for later use.

15http://www.mpe.mpg.de/xray/wave/xmm/cookbook/EPIC_PN/psource_spectra.php
16https://heasarc.nasa.gov/docs/xmm/uhb/onaxisxraypsf.html
17https://xmm-tools.cosmos.esa.int/external/sas/current/doc/rmfgen/node3.html
18https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/xmm/abc/node8.html
19https://xmm-tools.cosmos.esa.int/external/sas/current/doc/backscale.pdf
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The final step of the process is to compute the instrument response matrices, namely redistribution
matrix file (RMF) and the ancilliary response file (ARF) i.e. the mirrors response file. The response
matrix of the instrument describes the response of the instrument as a function of energy. In order to
generate it, we use the task rmfgen20. This task allows the user to specify his own energy grid adding
the option withenergybins=yes. I made use of this option to reduce computational time as well as
the size of the output file. We will not use energy bins below 0.2 keV (0.3 keV) and above 10 keV in
our analysis because the effective area of the PN (MOS) is low above 10 keV and there are calibration
uncertainties between MOS and PN below 0.3 keV. Therefore I used 2000 energy bins as this will create
bins sufficiently smaller than the energy resolution of any two instrument resolutions21. For the arf-
gen22 task, I used the default values using the same bins as for the RMF. These files need to be ingested
later in XSPEC (Arnaud et al. 1999) software to perform spectral analysis as we will see in Section 4.1.

Spectra were rebinned using the specgroup23 command to ensure a minimum of 20 counts per bin so
we can use χ2 statistic (see Section 4.1). I also used the option oversample set to 3. This is to avoid
creating bins that are too close in energy. This option limits the width of a binned group to 1/3 of
the resolution full width half maximum (FWHM) at that energy. In this way we are considering the
instrument resolution in the binning. This is usually a conservative value to avoid oversampling the
instrument resolution. Finally, I chose to use the default addgroup option to treat the ungrouped bins.
This will make the last bin or any other bin that could not be grouped and has less than 20 counts to
be joined with the adjacent valid group. Another grouping option is to group the leftover bins in their
own group. This will create bins with not enough counts to apply χ2 statistics, and we will not be
able to estimate the error this will cause later in our fit. If we reject them using the settobad option,
we will be neglecting some valuable information as bins with less counts can mean that the source is
fainter in that certain spectral range. The addgroup seems therefore the best trade off option between
introducing errors and using the ungrouped bins.

Regarding the RGS, I reduced the computational time of the rgsproc task by processing only the
first order of the grating. The second order observations are scientifically unusable in ULXs due to
their faintness, and therefore I did not use them. This option tells the rgsproc command not to apply
any background correction to the spectrum. As the RGS will receive very few counts for each energy
channel, the background subtraction, a regular correction applied to other instruments with higher
number of counts, could generate bins with negative number of counts since the background region
is not taken from the same location as the source. To avoid this problem, it is better to keep the
spectrum with the background when dealing with low count statistics. In Section 4.4 the treatment
of the background for the RGS data will be explained. Finally, the spectrumbinning option needs to
be set to lambda to allow merging between to merge data from the same RGS1 and RGS2 order.

The source and background extraction regions are determined by the coordinates of the prime
source in the RGS. This is the only source for which a spectrum will be extracted and the only one
excluded from the background. After running rgsproc, we need to check that the coordinates of the
source of interest correspond to the prime source coordinates. The source list generated by rgsproc
contains two sets of coordinates: proposal, the target coordinates given by the proposed observation
and onaxis, the average spacecraft pointing coordinates during the observation24. One has to make
sure that the proposal coordinates match the coordinates of the source of interest. However, in this
case, our sample includes only sources pre-selected to be on-axis.Once the coordinates are correct, we
can proceed to generate an image of the extraction regions. Figure 5 shows an example of one of the
extraction regions from RGS1 for one of the observations I processed.

20https://xmm-tools.cosmos.esa.int/external/sas/current/doc/rmfgen.pdf
21https://xmm-tools.cosmos.esa.int/external/xmm_user_support/documentation/uhb/epic_specres.html
22http://xmm-tools.cosmos.esa.int/external/sas/current/doc/arfgen/
23https://xmm-tools.cosmos.esa.int/external/sas/current/doc/specgroup.pdf
24https://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/xmm-newton/sas-thread-rgs
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Figure 5. RGS1 extraction regions for one of the observations. The banana profile is the source
extraction region and the other boxes the calibration sources. Note the gap between 10 and 16 Ådue to
the inoperative CCD7.

In order to identify periods of high background level, I generated a light curve (withrateset=yes)
with a time bin of 100 s. I used CCD9 as it is the most sensitive to proton events and generally records
the least source events due to its location close to the optical axis25. Also, to avoid confusing solar
flares for source variability, a region filter removing the source from the final event list has been used
(REGION(SRC FILE:RGS1 BACKGROUND)).

I analyzed the light curve and applied the same procedure as described for the EPIC-pn and MOS
cameras. In this case the threshold values were lower, usually around 0.20 counts/s. With the created
GTI file we can then reprocess the data
There is no need to rerun the entire process, but just the steps that require filtering. The instru-
ment response matrix is generated automatically with this task with 3400 energy bins, which given
the energy range of the RGS (0.33−2.5 keV) will be well below enough the resolution of the instrument.

The grouping process is more subtle in the case of the RGS data. Setting a minimum counts of 20
would completely blur the discrete features as the RGS has much more channels than the other instru-
ments, and each channel will therefore be much less populated or even empty. Thus, we cannot apply
the procedure described before for EPIC. The RGS will be simply grouped to a minimum counts of 1
to preserve its resolution and to ensure that we do not have bins with 0 counts. I used the tool from
XSPEC grphha26, which is a simplified version of the specgroup option in SAS to perform the grouping.

In order to increase the statistics, I combined spectra from different RGS instruments and obser-
vations. For this purpose I used the rgscombine27 task. This task adds the background files of the
data set to be merged and combines response matrices of both instruments to create a single spectrum.

4 Method of line detection
In this Section I introduce the framework I developed in order to detect discrete spectral features

in ULX background dominated spectra. The technique makes use of spectral fitting to exploit XMM-
Newton full capabilities and implements the Posterior Predictive P-value Bayesian method described
in Protassov et al. (2002) to disentangle the discrete spectral features from the background. Given
an observation for a particular source, the method is able to find, identify and estimate confidence

25https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/xmm/abc/node12.html
26https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/ftools/caldb/help/grppha.txt
27https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/xmm/sas/help/rgscombine/node3.html
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detection levels for each of the spectral residuals28 to be found. Here I outline the main steps I followed
and :

1. I characterized the continuum of the source spectra using data from the EPIC cameras for each
of the observations.

2. I searched for spectral variability of the source over different epochs and stacked together obser-
vations showing the same spectral state and flux to increase the signal to noise ratio the weak
features.

3. I convolved the best fit continuum model derived from the EPIC spectral fitting with the response
instrument of the RGS, adding a power law component to account for the background level.

4. I performed a blind line search on the RGS residuals created from Step 3, to preliminary identify
potential discrete features. That is, I placed a Gaussian shaped line at a given energy and move
it scanning the entire energy bandwidth, looking for improvements in the spectral fitting as I
moved the line, in order to make a first identification of the most prominent features in the
residuals of the spectrum.

5. I assessed the significance of each of the features using the Posterior Predictive P-value Bayesian
method to estimate a detection confidence level. I estimated beforehand the number of simu-
lations needed to ensure the posterior ∆C distribution was sampled well enough to ensure the
detection confidence level was statistically significant.

Each step of the method is discussed in more detail in the following sections. The basics of spectral
fitting are introduced in Section 4.1.

4.1 Spectral fitting preamble

In spectroscopy, we want to have access to the source spectrum, F(E), a function of photon energy
(E) with units of photons s−1keV−1m−2. When we measure spectra, what we obtain is the source
spectrum convolved with the response matrix of the instrument R(E′, E)29, where E′ is the measured
photon energy by the instrument which can only take a set of discrete values. In a CCD detector, for
instance, this would correspond to the pulse-height channels that can only take discrete values. The
response matrix contains the information on how the energy E′ deposited in the CCD by a photon is
distributed over the instrument energy range (i.e. its channels).

This observed spectrum is a function describing the number of photons as a function of their
measured energy E′ given by :

S(E′) =

∫
R(E′, E)F(E)dE (7)

with units of s−1keV−1. Ideally, we would like to have access to F(E) by inverting Equation 7.
Unfortunately, this is not possible and the alternative is to perform spectral fitting. The idea is to
choose a model described by several parameters for F(E), convolve it with the instrument response,
compute an estimate of S(E′) using Equation 7 and compare it with the true value of S(E′). Then
the model parameters are varied until the best fit model parameters are found. This technique is
widely adopted and implemented in several spectral software packages such as XSPEC. XSPEC is
X-ray spectral-fitting program, designed to be completely detector independent so that it can be used
for any spectrometer and is the software I used for this project.

The way in which we compare our model with the observed spectrum varies depending on the prob-
ability distributions of the counts registered per channel and will determine our fit statistics. We will
only discuss about the two fitting statistics used during this project: χ2 and Cash statistic or cstat
(C) (Cash 1979).

28The residuals of a spectral fitting are found by subtracting the model to the data
29R(E′, E) is the response of the mirrors (ARF file) and the instrument (RMF file) together
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The Poisson distribution is the probability distribution used when counting detected photons per
channel. The likelihood function or probability of observing the data given the model is given by:

L =
N∏
i=1

(tmi)
Sie−tmi/Si (8)

where N is the number of channels of the instrument where, i denotes the channel index, Si are the
detected counts, t the exposure time, and mi the predicted counts based on the current model and
instrumental response. Taking twice the negative log of L we get:

C = 2
N∑
i=1

(tmi)− Si ln(tmi) + ln(Si!) (9)

In the limit of large number of counts, the Poisson distribution can be well approximated by a Gaussian
distribution as established by the central limit theorem. In this case taking twice the negative negative
of the likelihood function and ignoring terms that depend only on the data gives:

L =
N∏
i=1

1

σi
√

2π
exp[
−(Si −mi)

2

2σ2
i

]→ χ2 =

N∑
i=1

(Si −mi)
2

σ2
i

(10)

where σ is the error on each channel. Each bin in χ2 has an error factor equal to 1 + 1√
Si

. As noted

by Cash, one should use C statistics when the number of counts falls below 10− 20 counts in any bin.

Equations 9 and 10 are the functions XSPEC will try to minimize when fitting a model to the data.
The minimum of these functions will give the best fit model parameters. Given the difference in the
number of counts per energy channel, I used the χ2 statistic for the EPIC cameras and the C statistic
for the RGS data.

Lastly, the χ2 statistics gives a direct measure of the goodness of the fit i.e. a measure of how well
the model represents the data. As a general rule, the closer to 1 the value of χ2/ν, where ν is the
number of degrees of freedom30 the better the model describes the data. The difference between the
model and the data will be of the order of σi, hence if our model is correct, χ2 will be closer to ν.
C statistics requires the use of more refine methods to assess the goodness of a model as there is no
direct way to estimate how well your model describes the data.

4.2 Continuum characterization

The source continuum emission is a combination emission from different sites within the accretion
system, leading to the superimposition of various resulting spectral shapes. In order to detect these
discrete spectral features, we first have to assess the contribution from the continuum as well as its
shape, in order to properly isolate these spectral features.

I characterized the source continuum shape using spectral fitting using XSPEC v.12.10.0. Due to
the low counts in the RGS data, I decided to characterize the continuum from the EPIC cameras in-
stead of doing it directly on the RGS. The reason is that the EPIC-pn and MOS instruments provide
a higher number of counts due to their higher effective areas (see Figure 16). Moreover, their larger
bandwidth (∼ 0.2−10 keV vs 0.33−2.5 keV for RGS) will allow us to better constrain the parameters
we use to model the continuum and therefore, to have an overall better estimate of this contribution.
In general, the RGS observations would not offer enough counts to constraint the continuum param-
eters tightly enough. I fit the EPIC data using three different models. A summary of the models can
be found in Table 2. I fit the three models separately on every observation and kept the best fit model
parameters and their corresponding errors at 90% confidence level.

30Number of instrumental channels minus the number of free parameters of the model
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Table 2. Models used to estimate the continuum contribution in the ULXs spectra

Component 1 Component 2
ISM absorption
model along the

line of sight
XSPEC model Motivation

Multi-color disk
blackbody

accretion disk

Multi-blackbody
accretion disk

tbabs tbabs×(diskbb+diskbb)

Accretion disk + curtain of
matter engulfing formed in

highly magnetize accreting NS
(Mushtukov et al. 2017)

Multi-color disk
blackbody

accretion disk

Power law
(Comptoniza-

tion of the
corona)

tbabs tbabs×(diskbb+pow)
Phenomenological model based

on the analogy with X-Ray
binaries

Multi-color disk
blackbody

accretion disk

Power law with
an energy cutoff

tbabs tbabs×(diskbb+cutoffpl)
Some ULXs present curvature

in their spectra from the
regular power law

It is worth emphasizing that these simple models do not aim to describe the physics of super-
Eddington accretion but more to quantify the contribution and shape of the continuum. The nature
of the spectral properties in X-rays of ULXs are still poorly understood and as we have seen, there is
yet not a clear theoretical framework describing super-Eddington accretion flows. However, some of
the chosen models here have been shown to provide a good fit for these kind of sources, even if some
are not physically motivated.

The first model I used is an absorbed double multi color disk (MCD) back body and comes from a
model suggested by Mushtukov et al. (2017). A MCD back body (diskbb in XSPEC) models the spec-
trum emitted from a geometrically thin and optically thick accretion disk (Mitsuda et al. (1984);Mak-
ishima et al. (1986)). If the disk is optically thick, each annulus of the disk will radiate as a black body
with a temperature T(r) ∝ r−3/4, where r is the distance from the disk annulus to the central compact
object. The contribution of each element gives rise to the spectrum shown in Figure 6. This model has
two parameters: Tin, the temperature of the innermost apparent edge (the hottest part of the disk)
and its normalization, (Rin/D10)2 cos θ, where Rin is the apparent innermost radius in km, D10 is the
source distance in units of 10 kpc and θ is the inclination of the disk being θ = 0 for a disk seen face on.

Mushtukov et al. proposed the model to explain the high accretion rates observed in the recently
discovered pulsating ULXs. In the presence of a magnetic field, the accretion disk can be truncated
and the material can be accreted onto the poles following the magnetic field lines. They argue that
in highly magnetized neutron stars, and if the accretion rate is high enough, these material can com-
pletely engulf the neutron star in a cocoon of matter of radius of the order of the magnetosphere. This
curtain of matter can become optically thick and reprocess the emitted radiation from the central ob-
ject into a black-body like radiation. The temperature of this curtain will depend on the local optical
thickness and the accretion rate. Hence a can seen as a good proxy to model the emission from the
curtain. Note that in this model the accretion disk should not necessary be thin as it is highly distorted.

The absorption component (tbabs31 in XSPEC) models the fact that some of the light will be
absorbed by the interstellar medium (ISM) located along the line of sight (Wilms et al. 2000). This
absorption model takes into account the sum of the X-ray photoionization cross-section (σ) of the gas,
grains and molecules. The observed spectrum is given by:

fobs(E) = e−σISM (E)Nhfsource(E) (11)

where σISM = σgas+σmolecules+σgrains is the normalized σISM by the total hydrogen number density,
Nh, along the line of sight. The only parameter of this model is Nh in units of 1022 atoms/cm2. The
same absorption model was used for the two other models.

31tbabs stands for Tuebingen-Boulder ISM absorption model
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Figure 6. Components used in the spectral fitting of the continuum. Left plot shows the integrated
spectrum of a multi color back body accretion disk. Each of the dotted lines correspond to the black
body emission expected from a disk annulus. Right plot shows a power law with an exponential cutoff
at 10 keV.

The second model I used describes the emission from an accretion disk being inverse Compton up
scattered by a corona of energetic electrons surrounding the central compact object. As we have
seen in Section 1.2.2, this model has been successfully been applied to X-ray binaries. Hence it is
reasonable to try it on ULXs. I used the same MCD black body component adding a power law
(powerlaw in XSPEC) to model the contribution of the up scattering of the photons. The parameters
of this component are the index of the power law (α) and its normalization (K):

f(E) = KEα (12)

As see in Section 1.2.2 some ULXs presented a spectral curvature with respect to the power law.
Therefore, the last model I tried was as the previous one, but adding an exponential cutoff (cutoffpl in
XSPEC32) to introduce a curvature to the power law (see Figure 6). This component has three param-
eters: the index of the power law, the energy of exponential rolloff in keV (β) and its normalization
(K):

f(E) = KEα exp(−E/β) (13)

I used a set of initial parameters and constraints in order to speed up the spectral fitting process and
more importantly, to help the algorithm reach the global χ2 minimum and avoid therefore avoiding
getting stuck in a local minimum. I used some common values from the literature (e.g. Kaaret et al.
2017) as starting values. Also I used the Nh tool from XSPEC33 to compute the value for the galactic
hydrogen column density in the source direction. The value is derived from the HI map from Kalberla
et al. (2005) using the coordinates of the source. I used this value as the lower bound for the Nh
absorption of the tbabs as it is fair to assume that the absorption will always be higher than the galactic
absorption for extragalactic sources. Also, this helped avoid getting results where the resulting Nh
value was converging to zero. I also computed 90% error confidence level on each of the parameters to
ensure that the fit was not stuck in a local minimum. The redshift of the sources was not considered
for the spectral analysis. As can be seen from Table 1, the redshift of these sources is negligible and
thus it will not affect the characterization of the continuum.

Finally, in order to put tighter constraints on the parameters I fitted together the three instruments:
that is MOS1 MOS2 and PN. This also loosens the dependency of the fit on the initial parameters,
making our fit more robust and reliable. In principle the three cameras should give the same model,
however there have been shown to exist some inconsistencies in the cross-calibration of the instruments
(Read et al. 2014) resulting in discrepancies in the spectral parameters for a given model. For this
reason, I first fit the three cameras separately. If the parameters agreed within the 90% confidence

32https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/xanadu/xspec/manual/node158.html
33https://heasarc.nasa.gov/Tools/w3nh_help.html
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Table 3. Best fit model parameters obtained fitting the PN MOS1 and MOS2 together for the obser-
vation 0200470101. The model is tbabs(diskbb + cutoffpl). The confidence interval is given at 90%
confidence.

Holmberg II X-1

Component Parameter Units Value Min Max

tbabs Nh 1022 atoms/cm2 0.124 0.1133 0.1343
diskbb Tin keV 0.249 0.2357 0.2612

norm 57.690 46.7707 72.7060
cutoffpl α 1.819 1.6467 1.9765

β keV 5.132 4.2190 6.4403
norm 6 0.002 0.0019 0.0022

χ2
R 1.645

d.o.f. 397
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Figure 7. Simultaneous fit of the three EPIC cameras: PN data in black, MOS1 in red and MOS2 in
green for the observation 0200470101 of the ULX Holmberg II-X1. The model is tbabs(diskbb+cutoffpl).

error bars between the three instruments then I decided to use the three of them together in the fit
to measure tighter errors on the spectral parameters. An example of the best fit model parameters
obtained for Holmberg II X-1 (Observation id 0200470101) can be found in Table 3 and the resulting
fit in Figure 7

4.3 Variability analysis

In order to increase the signal to noise ratio of the data, I stacked together some RGS observa-
tions following the procedure described in Section 3.2. However, one can not merge any observations
together arbitrarily. The source will vary between epochs and if we were to stack two observations
together without caution, we could smear out the weak spectral features. As an example of the vari-
ation of a source, see Figure 8 where the unfolded PN spectra of all the observations (Table 4) from
Holmberg II-X1 are shown. We can clearly see variations in the source spectrum over time.

The main criteria to study the variability of a source is the date in which the observations were
taken, the spectral shape and the flux. Thus I unfolded the spectrum of each of the PN observations
to see the differences in spectral shape and flux. Based on the date of the observation, spectral shape
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Table 4. XMM-Newton observations of Holmberg II-X1

ObsId date exposure time (s) Epoch group

0112520601 2002-04-10 12640 1
0112520701 2002-04-16 13869 1
0112520901 2002-09-18 6888 2
0200470101 2004-04-15 104677 3
0561580401 2010-03-26 53852 4
0724810101 2013-09-09 15268 5
0724810301 2013-09-17 15000 5

and flux, I initially grouped the observations of a source in ”epoch” groups which could potentially
represent the same spectral state. As an example, consider Table 4 containing the XMM-Newton
observations of Holmberg II-X1, one of the sources I considered for this study. In this case, I created
5 groups based on their date. Observations in Group 1 are just 6 days apart while observations in
Group 5 are 8 days. The others are taken in different epochs and will be considered to be a different
spectral state in the first place.

Still, in order to check the variability of the source in the different observations, I computed the
90% confidence interval error of each of the parameters. To be consistent, I chose the model that
gave the best fit in most of the groups for the comparison. If the parameters from two different epoch
groups were in agreement within the confidence interval, I considered that the merging of those two
groups should at least be contemplated. Later the quality of the fitting of both groups together finally
determined whether we could merge those observations or not.
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Figure 8. Unfolded PN spectra of the observations for Holmberg II-X1. The color code for the
observation ids is as follows: 0112520601-black, 0112520701-red, 0112520901-green, 0200470101-blue,
0561580401-cyan, 0724810101-purple, 0724810301-yellow.

Once I decided which observations I could merge together, I fit all their EPIC data under the same
model, retrieve the best fit model parameters of the whole group and stacked the RGS data together.

4.4 RGS fitting

One of the problems of the analysis of spectra with low counts is that the background cannot be
subtracted directly. Since the source spectra may contain seveal energy bins with no counts, if we were
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Figure 9. Continuum model obtained from the fit of the unfolded EPIC on the RGS data. The
background ans source spectrum are fitted simultaneously using a power law model to describe the
background. The black line is the sum of the source model and the power law accounting for the
background. The red line is the background spectrum. The spectrum has been rebinned so the bins have
a statistical significance of at least 10 σ for illustration purposes.

to subtract the background, we could create energy bins with negative counts. It is for this reason
that we need to perform the spectral fitting directly on the non background subtracted spectrum,
accounting for its contribution by including an additional model component. I chose to describe the
background with a power law, as we do not have a better way to model it.

In order to fit the data, I convolved the best fit continuum model parameters found from the study
of the EPIC spectra with the RGS response, as we consider this contribution to be more accurately
correctly assessed. The only free parameters are the index and the normalization of the power law. An
illustration of the resulting fit is shown in Figure 9. I used the energy range 0.5− 1.5 keV since most
of the important features shall be contained in this range and outside these limits the background
shape can no longer be approximated by a power law. Furthermore, the method is computationally
intensive and analyzing the whole RGS energy range would become much too time consuming. Also
by shrinking the energy range the uncertainty from the background modelling is reduced.

The best fit we obtain is considered as our null hypothesis model. The corresponding C value serves
as a reference. We will see in the next Sections how we can estimate the probability of rejecting this
null model in favour of a new model, including a line, using the reference C value. In principle we could
try to add a component to the null hypothesis describing an emission/absorption line and hope that
the spectral fitting would converge successfully. However, since the lines can not be identified visually,
there is no way a priori to know how many lines there are to be found neither their intensity, energy
or broadening. Therefore, I performed a blind search over the 0.5−1.5 keV bandwidth described in
the next Section.

4.5 Line search process

The main idea is to place a line profile at a given energy and move it as we scan the considered
energy bandwidth, looking for improvements in the fit as we move the line. For the sake of simplicity,
we assumed that our line has a Gaussian shape. This is not necessary the case, as the the line can
very well be asymmetric, however at this stage, we do not pursue a detailed modelling of each of the
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Figure 10. ∆C improvement when adding a Gaussian line at different energies over the 0.5−1.5
keV energy range. The ∆C value has been flipped according to the sign of the normalization of the
line to show the difference between absorption and emission lines. The source is Holmberg II-X1
and the observations are 0200470101 (left) and 0724810101 stacked with 0724810301 (right). Dots
represent the exact energies where the Gaussian was added in observation. The colors show the result
for different velocity broadenings. The dotted orange line at 0.972 keV is the line chosen to illustrate
the other steps of the method (see text).

possible discrete features but rather a way of identifying any strong C value deviation from the our
null hypothesis model.

This line scanning search process is performed as follows:

1. A Gaussian line component is added to our null hypothesis model with a fixed width and a
fixed energy. The source model is kept frozen as before, and the only free parameters are the
normalization of the line and the background modelled by the power law. These three parameters
are fitted and the new C value is retrieved. If the residuals at that given energy were significant,
we will see a considerable improvement in the fit. On the contrary, if there was no deviation
from the continuum at that energy, the normalization of the line will be set to a value close to
zero and the improvement in the C value will be negligible. Note that since we are adding a
component, the value of C for the model with line will always be lower or in the worst case,
equal but never higher than the value obtained for the null hypothesis model.

2. The line is then moved by a certain energy step and the process is repeated looking again for
variations in the C value with respect to the null hypothesis model.

3. In the end we retrieve the variation of the C value compared to the null hypothesis model as a
function of the energy where the line was placed.

∆E = E∆v/c (14)

I used an energy step of 1 eV which is well below the energy resolution of the RGS (∼ 4ev at 1keV).
As we are trying to model an outflow, I used a Doppler velocity dispersion, see Equation 14, in or-
der to model lines above and below the RGS resolution34. I repeated the same scanning with three
different velocity broadenings: 500 km/s, 1000 km/s and 2000 km/s. If the lines detected appear
to be unresolved, upper limit on the intrinsic line broadening can be placed. On the other hand,
if the instrument resolution is good enough, we could put constraints on the emitting regions. A
result example of this scanning is shown in Figure 10. The position at which the line with a broaden-
ing of 500 km/s was placed can be seen, and also the differences in the result when varying the velocity.

34https://xmm-tools.cosmos.esa.int/external/xmm_user_support/documentation/uhb/rgs.html
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However, it should be noted that nothing can be said at this point about the fluctuations found in
the residuals. The ∆C values are not a direct measure of the strength of the significance of the line
and we need a way to determine whether they are caused by statistical fluctuations.

4.6 Assessing the line significance: the Posterior Predictive P-value Bayesian
method

For this purpose, I followed the method described in Protassov et al. (2002), called the Posterior
Predictive P-value Bayesian method (PPP from now on), in order to estimate the significance of each
of the features found in the scanning of the RGS spectrum. The significance of a line will give us the
confidence level of rejecting the null hypothesis model in favour of the model containing a line. The
PPP method is in fact a method used to test the presence of a component in a model distribution. In
this case the additional component is the Gaussian line added to our null hypothesis model. It is a very
powerful method that uses information from the original spectrum to characterize the distribution of
∆C values we would obtain if we were to repeat the same measurement N times. We call the value
of our original spectrum ∆Cobs(x), where x is our observed data, and the distribution of ∆C values
we would like to retrieve from these N experiments ∆C(xi) where i denotes the measured dataset
{xi,i=1,..,N}.

The main problem of our study is that we only have one single spectrum and therefore one sample
of the ∆C(xi) distribution. If we could have access to N spectra taken under the same conditions,
assuming the source is not variable and we were to fit all of these spectra, we would obtain slightly
different parameters for our continuum and background due to statistical fluctuations and different C
values for each of them. If we were then to add a line at a particular energy where we want to check
whether it is present or not, we would obtain, broadly speaking, two outcomes:

• Most of them give an improvement in the fit similar to the one we obtained for our observed
spectrum, confirming the presence of the line.

• None of these newly obtained spectra presents a significant improvement when placing the line.
Therefore, the improvement in our original spectrum is most likely an outlier caused by noise
fluctuations and not due to the presence of a line.

The fact that we have just one sample prevents us from estimating the significance of this line
through the ∆C(xi) distribution. However, we can have access to a similar ∆C ′(xi) distribution from
our original spectrum using a Monte Carlo approach:

1. We generate N fake spectra from our best model parameters of the source continuum account-
ing for uncertainties in the parameters. That is we sample the parameter space of the model
within the error bars, we convolve it with the instrument response adding noise and background
according to the exposure time of the original spectrum. This can be easily accomplish using
the fakeit35 command in XSPEC. By doing so, we ensure that our fake spectra do not have a
line as they have been generated using the null hypothesis model.

2. We fit these N generated spectra using the same procedure as described in Section 4.4, retrieving
the C value obtained for each of them.

3. We add a Gaussian at the energy where we want to test the presence of a line and fit it, letting
only the background and the normalization of the line vary just as before.

4. We compute the ∆C obtained from the fit without line and the fit with line. As there is no
line, the improvement in the fit, if any, has to be much lower than the ∆Cobs(x) obtained for
our original spectrum, and if it happens to be higher, it will only be caused in few cases due to
variations in the background. However, if the improvement in the fit for our original spectrum
was caused by noise fluctuations, the improvement in the fit obtained in the fake spectra will be
& ∆Cobs.

35https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/xanadu/xspec/manual/node73.html
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Figure 11. ∆C(xi) distribution applying the fitting procedure to 10000 generated spectra from the
source model. The dark line indicates the ∆Cobs(x) value obtained for the original spectrum and the
red line the threshold value to consider a detection. The detection would be confirmed in this case.
Note how the number of spectra for each ∆C bin decreases as we get to higher values of ∆C.

5. We repeat this process N times, sampling the distribution of ∆C ′(xi) values from our generated
spectra. The significance of the line is determined by the number of spectra with a ∆C value
higher than the one for our original spectrum. This is the so called the posterior predictive
p-value given by:

p =
1

N

N∑
i=1

L{∆C ′(xi) > ∆Cobs(x)} (15)

where L is equal to one if the statement is true and zero otherwise.

The significance of a line is then given by § = 1−p and it tell us the probability of rejecting the null
model hypothesis in favor of the new model including a line. The higher this value, the more reliable
is our result. In this study we consider a detection if the level of § was above (99.7% confidence level)
(equivalent to 3σ for a Gaussian distribution). In Step 1, I considered that the continuum model
parameters are constrained well enough, so I generated the spectra directly from the null hypothesis
model without considering the error bars. This approximation is also suggested in Protassov et al.
(2002).

Finally, as an example, consider Figure 11 which shows the histogram of the ∆C distribution for
the spike at 0.972 keV (marked in orange in Figure 10), obtained from 10000 generated spectra after
applying the same fitting process as for the original spectrum. The dark line indicates where the
original spectrum falls in this distribution while the red line indicates the detection threshold for this
specific line. As we can see, in this case, we would consider this line with a detection with significance
of 99.75%.

4.7 Study of the number of simulations required to sample the ∆C distribution

I studied the number of simulations that are needed to sample the posterior ∆C distribution cor-
rectly. In order to do so I computed the 3σ detection threshold as a function of the number of
simulations until it reached a plateau or the variations in the percentile were insignificant. I per-
formed this study for three lines from Figure 10 using 11000 simulations. Figure 12 shows the results.
The labels indicate the values at 10000 and 11000 simulations. The computational time required to
compute the significance of a single line for 10000 can take up to 10 h using a modern laptop running
on one single core and the error in the estimation of the threshold is of the order of 0.13% in the worst
case studied here. Therefore, I considered 10000 simulations to be enough to sample the posterior
∆′C(xi) distribution in a reasonable amount time.
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Figure 12. Variation of the 3σ detection threshold as a function of the number of simulations
performed. Labels indicate the 99.7% ∆C value for a 10000 simulations and 11000 simulations re-
spectively.
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Figure 13. Detection thresholds (red) as a function of the energy of the features. We see one emission
line and three absorption lines above the threshold.

Finally, I compute the 3σ detection threshold in steps of 0.05 keV and for some of the most promi-
nent features. Note that due to the intensive computational time of this task the detection threshold
for the full energy band cannot be computed. Instead, I extrapolated linearly in between computed
values. Figure 13 shows the result. The contours in red indicate the ∆C to consider a positive detec-
tion. Therefore, every feature above or below it can be considered a confirmed detection.

5 Results
Due to the extensive computational time of the technique and the duration of the internship, I could

only apply the algorithm to the ULX Holmberg II X-1 (see Table 1). The lines found after applying the
algorithm are presented in Table 5 with their significance of detection and its identification as emission
or absorption line. The broadening used was 500 km/s. For some of the lines, the significance level
is not given, but instead the detection was confirmed by the interpolation between detection levels
explained in Section 4.6. After successful identification, I performed a preliminar spectral fitting anal-
ysis. I analysed the broadening and the flux of the line compared the continuum by adding a Gaussian
to the null hypothesis model, but this time with the width free to vary. I also analysed whether
the line was resolved by the RGS by analysing the uncertainties in the width of the lines. In order
to illustrate the shape of all the features and their variability over time, the result of the line search
process of Section 4.5 is illustrated in Figure 14. The lines from Table 5 are indicated with dashed lines .
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Figure 14. Result of the line search described in Section 4.5 for all the observations studied for
Holmberg II-X1, sorted chronologically (See Table 4). The y axis has been rescaled for illustration
purposes. The dashed lines indicated the energies were a line was found in any of the observations.

I compared my results with Kosec et al. (2018), where they performed a similar study. In their study,
they also analysed observation 0200470101 from Holmberg II X-1 but they assessed the continuum
directly on the RGS data using an absorbed single black body and a power law. In my case, I used
the EPIC cameras with an absorbed multicolor black body disk with a cutoff power law. Additionally,
they used a more conservative approach to compute the significance of the line in which they rescan the
fake spectra, looking for any features giving a higher ∆C value than the one obtained for the observed
spectra no matter in what energy the increase was found. This approach is more conservative than
the method followed in this work, since the whole energy range is taken into account when looking
for residuals caused by the background. However this translates into an increase of the computational
time.

They find a strong emission line at 21.97 Å (∼0.564 keV) with a confidence detection level of 93%
for the same velocity broadening of the lines as I used. This detection is in agreement with the strong
residual identified at 0.565 keV, but in this case it presents a higher confidence level. Furthermore,
they identify absorption lines at 14.67 Å (∼ 0.845 keV) , 22.26 Å (∼ 0.557 keV) and an emission line at
11.79 Å (∼ 1.051 keV), but they do not provide the confidence level due to the intensive computational
time required. The absorption line at 0.845 keV is in agreement with the line I found at 0.848 keV but
the positive residual at ∼1.051 keV (see Figure 13) falls significantly below the detection threshold.
The absorption line at 0.557 keV would probably require farther exploration but seems unlikely that
the line will result in a positive detection. The differences in the approach used translate into small
discrepancies due to the different continuum characterization and significance estimation, however still
the overall the findings are in good agreement.

I also performed a tentative identification of the ion species responsible for the emission based on
Whewell et al. (2016). I detected ionic iron and oxygen creating both absorption and emission lines in
my data. I noted that in two of the epochs we find strong emission lines around 0.5 keV, possibility
created by O VII. However, in the two stacked observations 0724810101 and 0724810301 we see that
the same element is creating an absorption line at slightly lower energies.

I noted that the lines could not be resolved by the instrument since the errors in the width of the
lines were consistent with 0 keV. However, this will still allow us to place an upper limit on the width
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Table 5. Lines found in the spectra of Holmberg II X-1 by applying the methodology described in
Section 4. No lines could be identified for observation 0561580401. aIndicate lines that were above the
interpolated 3σ threshold defined in Section 4.6 but where the exact significance was not computed.

Holmberg II X-1

Obs Id Energy (keV) Significance (%) Line type Specie

0112520601 + 0112520701 0.583 99.910 Emission O VII

0200470101 0.565 100 Emission O VII
0.848 99.730 Absorption Fe XVII/Fe XVIII
0.867 ∼a Absorption Fe XVIII
0.972 99.750 Absorption Fe XXI

0561580401 - - - -

0724810101 + 0724810301 0.870 99.910 Absorption Fe XVIII
0.554 ∼ Absorption O VII

Table 6. PN counts per second for the observations studied of Holmberg II X-1

Holmberg II X-1

Obs Id PN counts/s exposure time (s)

0112520601 3.077 12640
0112520701 2.776 13869
0200470101 3.047 104677
0561580401 1.236 53852
0724810101 2.046 15268
0724810301 2.078 15000

of the lines given by the instrument resolution at the energy of each of the lines.

Regarding the method, it is worth to note that statistical methods are always subject to scientific
judgment. The significances found in the lines have to be used as a guidance, but in the end is the sci-
entist who has to decided whether to consider them or not. For instance, in 0112520601 stacked with
0112520701, another strong negative feature at 0.972 keV is found with 99.32% confidence level (see
Figure 14. Information from reliable observations could be used to extract information from observa-
tions with lower fluxes, by stacking them or by being less conservative with the detection threshold
at a certain energy where a line has been already identified.

The reason for the absence of lines in 0561580401 may be explained due to the low luminosity of
the source at the time of the observation. As a shown in Table 6, the number of counts per second
registered by the PN is much lower for this observation than for the rest. This shows that either
observations with low counts are a limiting factor for the feasibility of the method and that there may
be some correlation between the emitted lines at the total flux of the continuum.

6 Conclusion
In the present work, we have seen the implications of the super-Eddington accretion regime in the

growth and coevolution of supermassive black holes with their host galaxies. Observing black holes in
the early Universe is currently unatainable and Ultraluminous X-ray sources have shown to provide
more feasible observational access to the super-Eddington accretion. We have seen how, applying high
resolution spectroscopy to Ultraluminous X-ray sources, we are able to put constraints on the outflows
emitted during high accretion periods and the accretion flow geometry.

During this project I have developed and showed a powerful and robust method to identify the
spectral features present in the low count spectra of Ultraluminous X-ray sources. The method the
EPIC cameras on board XMM-Newton to characterize the continuum contribution of the spectrum
and searches discrete features in the residuals in the RGS data. Lastly, the method is able to give
confidence detection levels for each of the lines using Monte Carlo simulations generated from the null
hypothesis model.
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I applied the methodology describe in this work for the ULX Holmberg II X-1 and my results have
shown to be agreement with previous studies. I detect significant emission/absorption lines above
the background level from which we could put constraints outflow properties of this source could be
characterized. The resolution of the RGS offers an upper limit for the broadening of the lines. Addi-
tionally I was able to preliminary identify the species responsible for the lines.

However, this is at the expenses of high computational time. The method relies on the number of
Monte Carlo simulations performed and requires spectral fitting for each of them. It can take up to
several hours just to assess the significance of a single line and if one does not have access to powerful
computers other alternative methods might be more suitable.

Lastly, a way to improve the technique and reduce its the computational time would be to im-
plement a clever method to detect if the 3σ detection level converges before the N simulations are
performed. In the current development, the 10000 simulations are performed first and the threshold
detection level is computed a posterior. If the 3σ detection level was computed on the fly every certain
number of simulations, one could check if the variation of the 3σ level is low enough with respect to
the previous computed value, and consider the value has converged before reaching the N simulations
thereby reducing the number of simulations needed.

7 Prospects
Given the limited amount of time I had to carry out this project, it was not possible to carry out an

extensive scientific study of the findings. The next step would have been to model the found lines in
order to derive constrains on the emitted outflows. By identifying the position the ionization species
causing the lines, we can identify the chemical composition of the accretion material present in the sys-
tem. A study of shift of the lines would give us information about the direction of the outflow/inflow
material and its speed.

Furthermore, by applying photoionization and/or collisional ionization models we could infer tem-
perature and density of the plasma and the abundances of the emitting elements. Additionally, the
correlation between the line and continuum fluxes could also give us hints on the accretion flow ge-
ometry. Also by studying the variability of the position and intensity of the lines we could track the
variability of the accretion system.

The technique developed could be applied to the set of ULXs I preselected initially. I would have
liked to extend the study to other sources such as the recently discovered pulsating neutron stars in
NGC 5907 or NGC7793 P13. These sources are known to be accreting above the Eddington limit and
the presence of a magnetic field would allow us to compare our findings with other sources in order
to inspect if in the presence of the magnetic field the spectral features that we find show differences.
This could in turn help us decipher the nature of the accretor in ULXs.
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Appendices

A Effective area comparisons

Figure 15. Comparison of the effective area of the high resolution gratings on board XMM and Chan-
dra (RGS instruments combined compared with Chandra’s ACIS-S instrument with various transmis-
sion gratings) from ESA: XMM-Netwton Science Operations Centre (2017). Note that since early after
the beginning of the mission, CCD7 in RGS1 and CCD4 in RGS2 are inoperative, thus the effective
area in each of the mentioned CCD energy range is reduced by a factor of 2.

Figure 16. Comparison of the effective areas of the instruments on board XMM Newton (left) and
Chandra telescope (right) from ESA: XMM-Netwton Science Operations Centre (2017).

B SAS commands
EPIC

f EPIC light curve generation for particle filtering:
#XMMEA EM && (PI>10000) && (PATTERN==0) for EPIC MOS
#XMMEA EP && (PI>10000&&PI<12000) && (PATTERN==0) for EPIC PN
Image generation:
evselect table=PNclean.fits imagebinning=binSize imageset=PNimage.fits

withimageset=yes xcolumn=X ycolumn=Y ximagebinsize=80 yimagebinsize=80
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Source and background extraction regions: evselect table=PNclean.fits withspectrumset=yes spectrumset=PNsource spectrum.fits

energycolumn=PI spectralbinsize=5 withspecranges=yes specchannelmin=0

specchannelmax=20479 expression="(FLAG==0) && (PATTERN<=4) &&

((X,Y) IN circle (source coordinates))

RMF generation:
rmfgen spectrumset=PNsource spectrum.fits rmfset=PN.rmf withenergybins=yes

energymin=0.2 energymax=10.0 nenergybins=2000

EPIC rebinning:
specgroup spectrumset=PNsource spectrum.fits mincounts=20 oversample=3

rmfset=PN.rmf arfset=PN.arf backgndset=PNbackground spectrum.fits

groupedset=PN spectrum grp.fits lastbin="addtogroup"

RGS
RGSproc command:
rgsproc orders=’1’ bkgcorrect=no spectrumbinning=lambda

RGS light curve particle filtering:
evselect table=EVENT FILE.fit timebinsize=100 withrateset=yes rateset=rgs1 rateset.fit

makeratecolumn=yes maketimecolumn=yes expression="(CCDNR==9)&&

(REGION(SRC FILE:RGS1 BACKGROUND,M LAMBDA,XDSP CORR))"

RGS cleaned reprocessing:
rgsproc orders=’1’ auxgtitables=rgs1 gti.fit entrystage=3:filter finalstage=5:fluxing bkgcorrect=no

RGS1 and RGS2 order 1 merging:
rgscombine pha=′obs1/rgs1/rgs order1 spectrum.fit obs1/rgs2/rgs order1 spectrum.fit

obs2/rgs1/rgs order1 spectrum.fit obs2/rgs2/rgs order1 spectrum.fit′

rmf=′obs1/rgs1 o1/rmf.fit obs1/rgs2/rmf o1.fit obs2/rgs1/rmf o1.fit obs2/rgs2/rmf o1.fit′

bkg=′obs1/rgs1/bkg order1 spectrum.fit obs1/rgs2/bkg order1 spectrum.fit

obs2/rgs1/bkg order1 spectrum.fit obs2/rgs2/bkg order1 spectrum.fit′

filepha=r12 o1 srspec.fit filermf=r12 o1 rmf.fit filebkg=r12 o1 bgspec.fit
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